
Polynomials, permutations, and
the Paris metro

Nate Harman • 9 October 2021

Suppose I have several polynomials p1(x), p2(x), . . . , pn(x), which for
small negative values of x < 0 satisfy p1(x) > p2(x) > · · · > pn(x), so
their graphs are neatly stacked in order. Then at x = 0 catastrophe
happens: all of the polynomials satisfy pi(0) = 0 and their graphs all
collide at the origin in spectacular fashion.

A moment later, for small x > 0, the graphs split apart once again
but in some new order pa1(x) > pa2(x) > · · · > pan(x).

What can we say about this new ordering? What does this have to
do with the Paris Metro?

at 4pm in EH1360

Pizza and pop outside afterwards!
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From Archimedes to Cheerios

Guanhua Sun • 14 October 2021

We will follow Joseph Kellers work of extending Archimedes principle of

buoyancy to a partly submerged body. This will help us understand how

water striders move on the water or how Cheerios interact on a bowl of

milk before you eat them.

Feel free to get hungry!
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